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OISE Oxford Programme Outline 2020

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Studying at OISE Oxford provides a learning opportunity unique to each student. The only way to achieve
strong, long-lasting results for personal development in English is through tailored teaching. Tutors do not
offer a set syllabus for memorisation and repetition, but rather drive learners to develop skills and language
for their own usage.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Quatorial-based Programmes
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
The Quatorial Programme
Quatorial classes: group of similar level, maximum 4 students
Comprehension & Expression: Monday to Friday, 1.5 hours
Accuracy: Monday to Friday, 1 hour
Project Seminar: Monday to Friday, 30 minutes
Workshop classes: mixed level group, maximum 6 students
Critical Analysis: Monday to Friday, 1 hour
Spoken Performance: Monday to Friday, 1 hour
Masterclass: Monday to Friday, 1 hour

The Quatorial™
30 hours of intensive tuition:
15 Quatorial hours (1:4) + 15 Workshop
hours (1:6)
The Tailored Quatorial Programme™
30 hours of intensive tuition:
15 Quatorial hours (1:4) and a tailored
balance of workshops (1:6) and
Tutorials (1:1)

News Review: Tuesday to Friday, 15 minutes

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Tutorial-based Programmes
………………...…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
The Tutorial Programme™
Tutorial 15
15 Tutorial hours, usually 3 per day + news review
Tutorial 20
20 Tutorial hours, usually 4 per day + news review
Tutorial 25
25 Tutorial hours, usually 5 per day + news review
Tutorial 30
30 Tutorial hours, usually 6 per day + news review

The Integrated Tutorial Programme™
30 hours of intensive tuition: 15 Tutorial hours (1:1) &
15 Workshop hours (1:6)

The Tutorial Programme
Students are matched with a group of tutors suitable
for their individual needs. Tutorial hours can be
used to:
- Develop specific vocabulary
- Grow industry-specific skills
- Identify and correct errors
- Prepare for presentations or other events
- Prepare for exams
Special programmes are available for the Abitur and
IELTS preparation. These include mock tests and
focus on specific test requirements.

